Retro-Fit Procedure...

1. Remove either endcap, slide the lenses slightly apart and remove the existing lens dividers from your lightbar.

2. Remove the existing gasket from the lens divider.

3. Position the new divider gasket loosely onto the lens divider.

4. Align corner “A” on the new gasket with corner “A” on the lens divider and press the new gasket into the lens divider exactly as the direction line shows in the illustration below.

5. Now using corner “B” (gasket) and corner “B” (divider), repeat the procedure shown in step 4. Again, press the new gasket into the lens divider exactly as the direction line shows in the illustration below.

   NOTE: Be sure that the backside of Tab “C” is not extended more than 1/8” past corner “C”. The same applies to Tab “D” and corner “D”. This is important and will help prevent leaks!

6. With both hands, simultaneously press the gasket into the lens divider from corners “A” & “B” towards the middle of the divider. Return the divider to it’s original location and tighten the lenses and endcaps. Replace the existing endcap screws with the supplied 1” replacement screws.